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 Gaps as Characters in Sequence-Based Phylogenetic Analyses

 Mark P. Simmons and Helga Ochoterena

 L.H. Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA,
 E-mail: mpsl4@cornell.edu

 In the analysis of sequence-based data
 matrices, the use of different methods of
 treating gaps has been demonstrated to in?
 fluence the resulting phylogenetic hypothe?
 ses (e.g., Eernisse and Kluge, 1993; Vogler
 and DeSalle, 1994; Simons and Mayden,
 1997). Despite this influence, a well-justi?
 fied, uniformly applied method of treating
 gaps is lacking in sequence-based phyloge?
 netic studies. Treatment of gaps varies
 widely from secondarily mapping gaps
 onto the tree inferred from base characters

 to treating all gaps as separate characters or
 character states (Gonzalez, 1996). This di?
 versity of approaches demonstrates the
 need for a comprehensive discussion of in-
 del (insertion or deletion) coding and a ro?
 bust method with which to incorporate gap
 characters into tree searches. We use the

 term "indel coding" instead of "gap cod?
 ing" because the term "gap coding" has al?
 ready been applied to coding quantitative
 characters (Mickevich and Johnson, 1976;
 Archie, 1985). Although "indel coding" un?
 desirably refers to processes that are not ob?
 served (insertions and deletions) instead of
 patterns that are observed (gaps), the term
 is unambiguous and does not co-opt estab?
 lished terminology. The purpose of this pa?
 per is to discuss the implications of each of
 the methods of treating gaps in phyloge?
 netic analyses, to allow workers to make in?
 formed choices among them. We suggest
 that gaps should be coded as characters in
 phylogenetic analyses, and we propose two
 indel-coding methods. We discuss four
 main points: (1) the logical independence of
 alignment and tree search; (2) why gaps are
 properly coded as characters; (3) how gaps
 should be coded as characters; and (4) prob?
 lems with a priori weighting of gap charac?
 ters during tree search.

 Logical Independence
 of Alignment and Tree Search

 Alignment and tree search have been
 cited as having a common goal and there?
 fore as being dependent procedures (Min?
 dell, 1991a). This common goal has led to
 the notion that the two processes are insep?
 arable (Mindell, 1991b; Wheeler, 1994). The
 stance taken by Mindell and Wheeler is that
 alignment and tree search are so innately
 linked that alignment parameters should be
 used to weight characters in phylogenetic
 analyses.

 Although alignment and phylogenetic
 analyses often have the same ultimate goal,
 we consider these procedures to be logi?
 cally independent of one another. In align?
 ment, hypotheses of primary homology are
 made (de Pinna, 1991:388). On the other
 hand, in phylogenetic analyses, hypotheses
 of primary homology are tested by congru?
 ence (Patterson, 1982) or by an evolutionary
 model (Felsenstein, 1973), resulting in the
 establishment of secondary hypotheses of
 homology (de Pinna, 1991) that will contain
 the maximum explanatory power in parsi?
 mony-based cladistic analyses (Farris,
 1979). These two procedures (detection of
 similarity as a basis for primary homology,
 and tree construction to test hypotheses of
 primary homology) have not been linked in
 analyses of nonsequence data, and we see
 no reason why they should be linked in se?
 quence-based analyses. Because the two
 procedures are not linked, alignment para?
 meters need not be used to weight charac?
 ters in phylogenetic analyses.

 A second reason why it is consistent to
 use different cost functions in alignment
 and phylogenetic analyses (contra Wheeler,
 1994) is that alignment parameters are gen-
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 emily selected by using a different criterion
 from that used to weight characters in phy?
 logenetic analyses. Four of the criteria pro?
 posed to assign gap costs in alignment are
 as follows.

 1. Gap costs may be set on the basis of the
 probability with which gaps are thought
 to occur (Gu and Li, 1995). Note two po?
 tential problems with this criterion: if
 gaps are thought to be more likely to oc?
 cur than substitutions, or if gaps of any
 length are thought to be equally fre?
 quent, a trivial alignment in which bases
 from one sequence are aligned with
 gaps in all other sequences will result
 (Wheeler, 1994). If this criterion is used,
 only one alignment should be performed,
 with gap costs assigned on the basis of
 expected indel probabilities. On the other
 hand, if more than one alignment is per?
 formed, with different gap costs used, an
 alignment based on some other criterion
 is being sought (as in criteria 2-4).

 2. Gap costs may be selected with the goal
 of maximizing congruence among inde?
 pendent sources of characters (Wheeler,
 1995). For example, gap costs may be de?
 termined by congruence of the inferred
 -gene tree produced when using those
 costs with the tree inferred from use of

 morphological characters (Wheeler,
 1995; Whiting et al, 1997), biogeographi-
 cal data, or paleontological data, or some
 combination of these (Wheeler et al.,
 1995).

 3. Gap costs may be set to find conserved
 regions (Hershkovitz and Lewis, 1996).

 4. Gap costs may be selected on the basis of
 the apparent quality of the alignment for
 the range of sequences sampled (Vogler
 and DeSalle, 1994).

 In contrast with criteria 2, 3, and 4, a pri?
 ori weighting in phylogenetic analyses (as
 is done when alignment parameters are in?
 corporated in tree searches; e.g., Wheeler,
 1990; Williams and Fitch, 1990; Mindell,
 1991a; Knight and Mindell, 1993) can be
 justified only on the basis of how frequently
 characters are thought to have changed
 during the course of evolution. Therefore,
 only if gap costs are based on the frequency
 with which gaps are thought to occur (as

 per Gu and Li, 1995) is there a basis for use
 of identical cost functions in alignment and
 phylogenetic analyses.

 Gaps as Characters

 Alignment

 The unmodified sequences determined
 by DNA or protein sequencing are not the
 same as the sequences used in phylogenetic
 analyses. Unmodified sequences deter?
 mined by sequencing, to the extent that
 they are accurate, are direct representations
 of the actual organismal sequences. Se?
 quences used in phylogenetic analyses, on
 the other hand, represent organismal se?
 quences that have been adjusted on the
 basis of comparisons with one another
 through alignment. Before sequences have
 been aligned, insertions and deletions rep?
 resent processes that are impossible to infer
 from the pattern observed in organismal se?
 quences that are considered independently
 of one another. For this reason, Wheeler
 (1996:2) stated: "Nucleotide bases are ob?
 servable, gaps are not. Hence a certain
 amount of logical inconsistency is intro?
 duced into the analysis since a process (in?
 sertion or deletion of bases) could be
 treated as a pattern (synapomorphy)." This
 "logical inconsistency" was the basis for
 Wheeler proposing his "optimization align?
 ment" in which "indels appear not as states
 but as transformations linking ancestral
 and descendent nucleotide sequences"
 (Wheeler, 1996:2). Following Wheeler's
 point, the same "logical inconsistency" ap?
 plies to any mutation (including transitions
 and transversions), because for homolo?
 gous sequences that differ in length, com?
 parable positions are not observable before
 sequences have been aligned. To produce
 comparable positions that provide the basis
 for the establishment of hypotheses of pri?
 mary homology, alignment is required. If
 homologous sequences differ in length be?
 fore alignment, gaps are required so as to
 produce comparable patterns for the entire
 sequence, not just the regions in which the
 gaps are inserted. Therefore, once the se?
 quences have been aligned, comparisons or
 homology hypotheses apply to all posi?
 tions, some of which may contain bases and
 gaps. That is, gaps have become part of the
 pattern as much as any nucleotide or amino
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 acid. The pattern used to code characters
 for phylogenetic analysis?and conse?
 quently the putative recognition of transi?
 tions, transversions, and indels in DNA
 sequences?is the one created by the align?
 ment, not the unaligned pattern that occurs
 in organisms. Therefore, the "logical incon?
 sistency" suggested by Wheeler (1996:2)
 does not exist.

 After the sequences have been aligned, it
 is possible to recognize phylogenetically in?
 formative characters. In this context, we de?
 fine gaps that may be treated as characters
 in phylogenetic analyses as follows: a single
 position or a contiguous set of positions for
 which no bases are present in one or more
 sequences, bounded on either side by
 aligned base(s) (nucleotides or amino
 acids). We deliberately exclude leading and
 trailing gaps, which are generally artifacts
 of aligning sequences with different 5' and
 3' termini (e.g., alignment of sequences am?
 plified by using different primers).

 Putatively homologous gaps (as a state?
 ment of primary homology sensu de Pinna,
 1991) are those with identical 5' and 3' ter?
 mini. Gaps with different 5' and/or 3' ter?
 mini are not treated as homologous because
 at least one indel event must be postulated
 to transform one gap into another. There?
 fore, although gaps with different 5' and/
 or 3' termini may result from sequential in?
 del events, it is always equally or more par?
 simonious to treat the gaps as derived inde?
 pendently of one another.

 One complication in the use of gaps as
 characters in tree searches is the problem of
 ambiguously aligned gaps (gaps that have
 more than one equally optimal alignment)
 that are potentially phylogenetically infor?
 mative. Ambiguously aligned gaps
 (whether from a single set or multiple sets
 of alignment parameters, if a computer pro?
 gram is used) are not different from am?
 biguously aligned bases because both, as
 primary homology assessments, are the re?
 sults of alignment. Gatesy et al. (1993:156)
 noted that "insertions/deletions may be
 unambiguous phylogenetic indicators in
 spite of alignment ambiguity." That is, a
 gap with more than one equally optimal
 alignment is not necessarily homoplastic.
 On the basis of this reasoning, Davis et al.
 (1998) treated ambiguously aligned gaps
 found in three taxa as homologous (as a hy-

 pothesis of primary homology) because the
 gaps could be aligned in the same positions
 in all three sequences.

 Reliability of Gap Characters

 Because gaps are just as much a part of
 the aligned pattern as nucleotides are, gaps
 should be incorporated in the tree search
 along with base characters. Nevertheless, in
 recent literature, gaps have often been ex?
 cluded in tree searches ie.g., Terry et al.,
 1997; Denton et al., 1998; Diaz-Lazcoz et al,
 1998; Mason-Gamer et al., 1998). One rea?
 son that many workers do not include gaps
 in tree searches was stated by Johnson and
 Soltis (1995:167): "Because apparently iden?
 tical indels may have multiple origins in
 unrelated taxa."

 Golenberg et al. (1993:62,63) suggested
 that "superimposed indel mutations oc?
 curred more frequently than superimposed
 substitutions" in a noncoding region of the
 chloroplast genome, such that gap charac?
 ters are less reliable than base characters.

 For coding gaps in their study, Golenberg et
 al. (1993:55),coded overlapping gap posi?
 tions as homologous for gaps of different
 lengths. They considered this coding "con?
 servative" whereas we consider this coding
 unjustified because there is no basis to as?
 sert that gaps that differ in 5' and/or 3' ter?
 mini are homologous. The indel coding
 used by Golenberg et al. (1993) does not
 take into account the potential for indels
 with different termini to be used as evi?

 dence that the indels are not homologous
 (Lloyd and Calder, 1991). Therefore, super?
 imposed indel mutations need not be ho?
 moplastic, contra Golenberg et al. (1993).

 In contrast to Golenberg et al. (1993),
 some workers consider gaps to be better
 than substitution characters. Lloyd and
 Calder (1991:11) suggested that multi-
 residue gaps are reliable phylogenetic char?
 acters because it is unlikely that indels
 would be repeated in the exact same posi?
 tion, with "the same length and sequence
 (for insertions); indels of different lengths
 at the same position are recognized as sepa?
 rate events. Although we agree with this as?
 sertion in general, we do not consider it ap?
 propriate for insertions to be hypothesized
 as homologous only if they have an identi?
 cal sequence. This ignores the potential for
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 substitutions to occur after the inferred in?
 sertion event.

 Van Dijk et al. (1999:94) suggested that
 "because indels are caused by more com?
 plex mutational mechanisms than base sub?
 stitutions, homoplasy by parallel and back
 mutations?a plague of molecular phy?
 logeny?is less likely to occur." It has even
 been suggested that only gaps should be
 analyzed and substitutions should be ex^
 eluded from analysis (Lloyd and Calder,
 1991). Entire studies have been devoted to
 using single gaps as phylogenetic charac?
 ters (e.g., Bailey and Doyle, 1997; Lai et al.,
 1997).

 Gaps have been found to be good charac?
 ters (as measured by levels of homoplasy)
 in both coding and noncoding regions. Bald?
 win and Markos (1998) found 12 of 13 infor?
 mative gaps to map on the substitution-
 based external-transcribed-spacer nrDNA
 (nuclear ribosomal DNA) gene tree without
 homoplasy (12 of the informative gaps
 were 1 base pair [bp] long). Prather and
 Jansen (1998) found 13 of 14 gaps to map
 onto ingroup taxa of the substitution-based
 internal-transcribed-spacer nrDNA gene
 tree without homoplasy. Lloyd and Calder
 (1991) found six of eight gaps >1 bp long to
 map on the substitution-based ^Pin-globin
 pseudogene gene tree without homoplasy.
 Each of the other two gaps had two parallel
 origins. Van Ham et al. (1994) found 33 of
 34 gaps >2 bp long to map on the substitu?
 tion-based trnL-trnF intergenic spacer gene
 tree without homoplasy. Johnson and Soltis
 (1995) found 15 of 16 gaps to map on the
 substitution-based matK gene tree without
 homoplasy. In norie of these studies had the
 gaps been included as characters used to
 find the most-parsimonious tree(s) on
 which the gaps were mapped. Therefore,
 the phylogenetic signal from gap characters
 did not affect the tree topologies on which
 the gap characters were found to have low
 homoplasy.

 Problems of a Priori Weighting
 of Gaps in Tree Search

 Because gaps are part of the aligned pat?
 tern that may be phylogenetically informa?
 tive, to exclude gap characters in tree
 searches (i.e., to treat gap positions as miss?
 ing values without scoring the gaps as ad-

 ditional characters, or to exclude aligned
 positions having gaps in some sequences) is
 to discard data. Gap costs used in align?
 ment may be incorporated into tree
 searches by coding gaps as extra character
 states weighted by using a step matrix
 (Wheeler, 1994; Janies and Wheeler, 1998;
 Giribet and Wheeler, 1999).

 Unless the gap cost in alignment is iden?
 tical to all substitution costs, weighting
 gaps as fifth character states can be accom?
 plished by using a step matrix in which the
 cost of a change from a base to a gap is
 equal to the gap cost used in alignment
 (when adjacent gap positions are treated in?
 dependently of one another). This method
 treats adjacent gap positions separately
 from one another. This method also treats

 positions at which different gaps (gaps with
 different 5' and/or 3' termini) overlap in
 separate sequences as homologous to one
 another. For example, if gap 1 in sequence
 A is located between aligned positions 100
 and 200, and gap 2 in sequence B is located
 between aligned positions 125 and 225, the
 gaps would be treated as homologous for
 positions 125 through 200, even though
 these are most-parsimoniously interpreted
 as two different gaps. If the gap:change cost
 is 2:1, in effect there exists a character sup?
 porting sequence A as being more closely
 related to sequence B than either sequence
 is related to sequences that have no gaps be?
 tween positions 125 and 200 with a weight of
 150. This results in a very highly weighted,
 probably homoplasious character.

 Gaps as Fifth Character States
 versus Separate Characters

 Gaps may be coded as fifth character
 states for nucleotides (or 21st states for
 amino acid sequence data) or as separate
 presence/absence characters. However,
 these two treatments are not identical to

 one another in theory or in practice. To treat
 gaps that are one position long as fifth
 states, and gaps more than one position
 long are treated as separate presence/ ab?
 sence characters (Barriel, 1994), is inconsis?
 tent.

 A gap may be considered to represent an
 alternative condition to any base; that is,
 the presence of a gap does not contain any
 additional information compared with any
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 other state (i.e., base) at an aligned position.
 In this case, the gap should be treated as a
 fifth character state. Alternatively, the pres?
 ence or absence of a gap could be taken into
 account as an additional source of informa?

 tion for tree searches. In this case, the gap is
 taken to represent a condition different
 from that of any base at any given aligned
 position.

 Coding gaps as fifth character states is .
 easily accomplished for one-position-long
 gaps. Treating gaps longer than one posi?
 tion (one nucleotide for DNA sequences,
 one amino acid for protein sequences) as
 fifth states for each position treats adjacent
 gap positions (putatively caused by a single
 indel event) as though they were indepen?
 dent of one another (Eernisse and Kluge,
 1993). One method for coding gaps as fifth
 character states without treating adjacent
 gap positions independently of one another
 was used by Bena et al. (1998:554): "Single-
 site gaps were treated as a new state. For
 gaps longer than one nucleotide, we re?
 coded the first site in the gap as a new state
 and coded all other sites 'missing data' in
 order for the gaps to be counted as a single
 event." This approach has two problems for
 gaps longer than one position. First, gaps
 with identical 5' termini but with different

 3' termini are treated as homologous. Sec?
 ond, the gap is arbitrarily coded for a single
 position. If the distribution of bases among
 sequences without gaps at this position dif?
 fers from the distribution of bases at other

 positions at which the gap occurs (as is gen?
 erally the case), then different numbers of
 steps for any given tree topology may re?
 sult. Therefore, the arbitrary decision re?
 garding the position for which the gap is
 coded can partially determine which trees
 are most parsimonious.

 To code gaps as separate characters, an
 extra presence/absence character for every
 gap is added to the data matrix. The corre?
 sponding aligned position(s) in the se?
 quence where the gap is inferred is then
 coded as inapplicable. However, coding
 gaps as separate presence/absence charac?
 ters can lead to problems caused by the in?
 troduction of missing values. Maddison
 (1993) discussed the potential artifact gen?
 erated by optimization when, on the clado?
 gram, terminals with missing values were
 intercalated between two or more groups

 for which informative character states were

 coded. He referred to this problem as
 "long-distance influence" or "leak" of char?
 acters. For sequence-based analyses, this
 optimization artifact occurs only when a
 paraphyletic group for which the gap is
 present separates two groups that share one
 or more bases, and when two or more bases
 are present in at least one of the groups.

 When coding gaps as separate characters,
 an extra hypothesis of homology is made
 that is not coded for in gap-as-a-fifth-state
 coding. Coding gaps as separate characters
 calls for an explicit hypothesis that all se?
 quences that have any base at a given posi?
 tion had a common ancestor with a base at

 that position. That is to say, all bases at a
 given position are treated as homologous to
 one another in the sense that a base is pres?
 ent. This extra hypothesis of homology re?
 stricts the number of equally parsimonious
 trees, compared with those obtained when
 coding gaps as fifth states. In other words,
 for a gap occupying one position, the fifth-
 state coding is more conservative and less
 informative.

 Aligned positions may be used to code
 base characters (e.g., base at aligned posi?
 tion one, base at aligned position two) and
 gap characters (e.g., gap at aligned position
 three, gap from aligned positions six to ten).
 Aligned positions need not be directly in?
 terpreted as the characters themselves (e.g.,
 state at position one, state at position two),
 as is generally done. Gaps are inapplicable
 for base characters, and the type of base
 (adenine, guanine, proline, or glutamic
 acid) is irrelevant for gap characters.

 We assert that gaps, regardless of length,
 are appropriately coded as separate pres?
 ence/absence characters, not as fifth char?
 acter states for each base character (corre?
 sponding to each aligned position). Our
 basis for this is as follows. Characters

 should be independent of one another, and
 character states are alternative forms of a

 given character (Pogue and Mickevich,
 1990). Gaps are an alternative form of an
 aligned position (or positions, when gaps
 are more than one position long), but they
 do not represent alternative forms of a base
 (nucleotide or amino acid). Organismal se?
 quences contain only bases; gaps and
 aligned positions are inferred only after se?
 quences have been aligned with one an-
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 other (Wheeler, 1996). If a base correspond?
 ing to an aligned position does not occur in
 a particular organismal sequence, there is
 nothing in that sequence that is comparable
 with, or homologous to, bases correspond?
 ing to that aligned position in other organ?
 ismal sequences. Because there is nothing
 that can be compared, that aligned position
 is inapplicable for the sequences that lack
 the base. Therefore, it is incorrect to code a ?
 gap as a fifth state for the base character
 corresponding to that inapplicable aligned
 position.

 When a deletion eliminates a base corre?

 sponding to an aligned position in a given
 organismal sequence, that aligned position
 is forever lost in that sequence. Even if an
 insertion occurs later at the same location,
 the bases that occur there should not be

 compared with bases in taxa that lack the
 deletion followed by the insertion in their
 lineage. The bases at the positions created
 by an insertion are de novo and are not ho?
 mologous to any base in any other lineage
 without the insertion (in the sense of orthol-
 ogy; they may be paralogous to bases at
 other positions if the insertion was a dupli?
 cation of these bases). Not only do organis?
 mal sequences that lack a base correspond?
 ing to an aligned position not have a
 comparable character state for the base
 character corresponding to that aligned po?
 sition, they do not have anything corre?
 sponding to that aligned position at all.
 Gap characters are therefore fundamentally
 different types of characters than base char?
 acters are. This distinction is contradicted

 by any coding method that treats gaps as al?
 ternative states of base characters.

 Contiguous Gap Positions

 The treatment of contiguous gap posi?
 tions has been controversial. Some workers

 treat individual gap positions indepen?
 dently of adjacent gap positions and there?
 fore treat them as separate characters
 (Wheeler/1994; Janies and Wheeler, 1998;
 Wheeler and Hayashi, 1998; Giribet and
 Wheeler, 1999). When individual gap posi?
 tions are treated independently of adjacent
 gap positions in alignment, contiguous gap
 positions are treated as if they are the result
 of independent indels (Eernisse and Kluge,

 1993). Other workers treat contiguous gap
 positions as arising from single indels and
 therefore treat them as single characters
 (e.g., Lloyd and Calder, 1991, Barriel, 1994;
 van Dijk et al., 1999). When a gap-opening
 penalty and a gap-extension penalty that is
 less than the gap-opening penalty are used
 in alignment, the investigator is treating all
 contiguous gap positions as if they were
 due to a single indel (Giribet and Wheeler,
 1999). Contiguous gap positions are gener?
 ally recognized as caused by a single inser?
 tion or deletion, both in coding regions
 (Pascarella and Argos, 1992) and noncoding
 regions (Gu and Li, 1995).

 Contiguous gap positions are most-parsi-
 moniously interpreted as the result of a sin?
 gle event (indel). Contiguous gap positions
 can be considered as co-occurring patterns
 caused by single indel events, just as co-
 occurring DNA or protein sequences can be
 interpreted as being caused by single
 events. The presence of co-occurring base
 sequences constitutes the main source of
 evidence to postulate changes in sequences
 as caused by single events such as duplica?
 tions (e.g., Baldwin and Markos, 1998), in?
 versions (e.g., Golenberg et al., 1993), and
 transpositions (e.g., Nishio et al., 1995;
 Migheli et .al., 1999). In contrast, sequences
 that are not co-occurring provide no indica?
 tion that contradicts the possibility that the
 differences resulted from multiple events;
 these are therefore best treated as indepen?
 dent characters. The presence of co-occur?
 ring patterns as evidence for nonindepen-
 dence is also a criterion for delimiting
 characters in morphological analyses. For
 example, five different petal-pubescence
 characters?one for each petal?would
 generally not be coded for a five-merous
 flower. Rather, a single character, "petal pu?
 bescence," would be coded if the same type
 of pubescence were found to occur on all
 five petals. Likewise, co-occurring se?
 quences and contiguous gap positions are
 best treated as single characters, putatively
 representing single events. Therefore, con?
 tiguous gap positions should not be coded
 as multiple separate characters because this
 would imply independent events for each
 gap position, hence over-weighting the pu?
 tative single indel event by an amount of
 the contiguous gap length minus one.
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 Coding Gap Characters

 We propose two methods for coding gaps
 as presence/absence characters in tree
 searches. One method, which we term
 "simple indel coding," is conservative and
 easy to implement. The second method,
 which we term "complex indel coding," is
 more complicated but allows the use of ad?
 ditional information by taking into account
 the minimum number of steps required for
 the transformation of one gap to another.

 Simple indel coding is implemented by
 coding all gaps that have different 5'
 and/or 3' termini as separate presence/ab?
 sence characters. Whenever gaps from dif?
 ferent sequences may be a subset of other
 gaps, sequences that have these longer,
 completely overlapping gaps (i.e., extend?
 ing to or beyond both the 5' and 3' termini
 of the gap being coded) are coded as inap?
 plicable for the gap character being coded.

 An example of simple indel coding is as
 follows (Fig. la). Gap 1 (from aligned posi?
 tions 3 to 9) is present in sequences A and B.
 Gap 2 (from aligned positions 6 to ll) is
 present in sequences C and D. Gap 3 (from
 aligned positions 14 to 25) is present in se?
 quences A and B. Gap 4 (from aligned posi?
 tions 14 to 16) is present in sequences C and
 D. Gap 5 (from aligned positions 19 to 22) is
 present in sequences C and D. Sequence E

 (a)
 15 10 15 20 25

 Ililli
 Seq. A GG-<D-CCTT-?-GG
 Seq. B GG-?-CCTT--?-GG
 Seq. C GGAAA^-?-TT-?-AC-?--AAAGG
 Seq. D GGAAA--?-TT-@-AC-?--AAAGG
 Seq. E GGAAACCCCCCTTCAAACCCCAAAAGG

 (b)
 gap; 12 3 4 5

 Seq. A 1 0 1 - -
 Seq. B 1 0 1 - -
 Seq. C 0 10 11
 Seq. D 0 10 11
 Seq. E 0 0 0 0 0

 Figure 1. Example of simple gap coding, (a) Align?
 ment. Circled no. 1 = gap 1 from positions 3 to 9; cir?
 cled no. 2 = gap 2 from positions 6 to ll; circled no. 3 =
 gap 3 from positions 14 to 25; circled no. 4 = gap 4 from
 positions 14 to 16; circled no. 5 = gap 5 from positions
 19 to 22. (b) Gap characters in data matrix. "0" = gap
 absent, "1" = gap present, "-" = inapplicable. ?

 has no gaps. In the data matrix, sequences
 C and D are coded as absent for gap 1, se?
 quences A and B are coded as absent for
 gap 2, and sequences A and B are coded as
 inapplicable for gaps 4 and 5 (Fig. lb). Us?
 ing simple indel coding, the presence/ab?
 sence characters for gaps 4 and 5 are unin?
 formative for the five sequences in this
 example.

 The reason why sequences with longer,
 completely overlapping gaps are coded as
 inapplicable for the subset-gap character
 being coded is because it is impossible to
 infer absence of the subset gap in these se?
 quences. In the above example, for se?
 quences A and B that have gap 3, there is no
 way to infer whether they could also have
 gap 4 or gap 5. Gaps are absence of aligned
 bases. There is no way for a sequence to
 lose bases that it does not have to begin
 with. Because sequences A and B do not
 have aligned bases 14 to 25, there is no way
 they can lose a subset of these bases (bases
 14 to 16 for gap 4, bases 19 to 22 for gap 5).
 Likewise, there is no way we can detect
 whether a subset of these bases was lost be?

 fore the indel(s) responsible for the longer
 gaP-

 If sequences with longer, completely
 overlapping gaps were not coded as inap?
 plicable for the subset gap, these longer,
 completely overlapping gaps would in ef?
 fect be coded as homologous to bases in
 other sequences that do not have gaps in
 this region. Using the example above, sup?
 pose that sequence E is ancestral to se?
 quence C, which is ancestral to sequence A
 (Fig. 2a). If the inapplicability rule is not
 used, the coding for absence/presence of
 gaps 3, 4, and 5 is as follows: sequence E
 0,0,0; sequence C 0, 1,1; sequence A 1,0,0
 (Fig. 2b). For gaps 3, 4, and 5 we recognize
 that the minimum number of steps from se?
 quence E to sequence C is two (two dele?
 tions), and from sequence C to sequence A
 is one (a third "superimposed" deletion).
 However, this coding results in five steps:
 two stepg from sequence E to sequence C,
 and three steps from sequence C to se?
 quence A. The reason for this is that the 10-
 bp gap in sequence A is treated as homolo?
 gous to the contiguous bases in sequence E
 for gap 4. However, there is no basis with
 which to make this homology assessment
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 when one cannot detect the presence or ab?
 sence of gap 4 in taxon A in the first place.
 Although simple indel coding is easy to
 implement and incorporates gap characters
 into the data matrix, it does not utilize all
 available information and therefore is less
 informative than it could be because it can

 imply fewer steps than are biologically pos?
 sible (given a correct alignment). For in?
 stance, in the example from Figure 1, it

 costs one step to change from a sequence
 with gap 3 to a sequence with gap 5; actu?
 ally, however, it would require at least two
 evolutionary transformations (two inser?
 tions, or one insertion followed by one
 deletion). Finally, this method adds missing
 data (in the form of cells scored as inapplic?
 able) to the data matrix, which can result in
 ambiguous optimizations. In the example
 from Figure 2a, b, there is one step in gap
 character 4 between sequence E and se?
 quences C and D. However, if sequences A
 and B are a paraphyletic group, that is "in?
 termediate" between sequence E and se?
 quences C and D, there are three alternative
 optimizations of this character-state change
 (Fig. 2c).

 Complex indel coding is implemented by
 coding all gaps that have different 5' and/or
 3' termini as presence/absence characters.
 To do this, we follow six rules for coding, as
 described in the following text and Table 1.
 The basis for each of these rules and exam?

 ples are then given. Different gaps may be
 treated in a single character to account for
 the possibility that they represent sequential
 evolutionary events for which coding these
 gaps as separate presence/absence charac?
 ters would result in illogical homology as?
 sessments- or an artificial increase or de?

 crease in the minimum number of steps to
 change from one sequence to another.

 Ride 1.?Gaps that partially overlap (the
 aligned region spanned by one gap is not
 entirely a subset of the aligned region
 spanned by any other gap) but share nei?
 ther a common 5' nor 3' terminus should be

 coded as separate characters. This rule can
 be used to treat gaps in regions where many
 gaps of different sizes and degree of over?
 lap occur (and then apply rules 2 through
 6). Figure 3a presents an example illustrat?
 ing the application of rule 1. Gap 1 (from
 aligned positions 3 to 6) is present in se?
 quence A. Gap 2 (from aligned positions 3
 to 14) is present in sequence B. Gap 3 (from
 aligned positions 10 to 14) is present in se?
 quence C. Gap 4 (from aligned positions 12
 to 20) is present in sequence D. Gap 5 (from
 aligned positions 18 to 20) is present in se?
 quence E. Applying rule 1, we should treat
 gaps 1, 2, and 3, separately from gaps 4 and
 5, even though gaps 2 and 3 partially over?
 lap with gap 4, because these two groups
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 Table 1. Implementation of complex indel coding following six rules.

 Gaps to be coded  How gaps are coded

 Gaps partially overlap but share neither
 a common 5' nor 3' terminus.

 Gaps overlap and share a common 5' or
 3' terminus.

 One gap shares a common 5' terminus
 with another gap and a common 3'
 terminus with a third gap.

 Gaps have different 5' and 3' termini and
 one gap is entirely a subset of another
 gap-

 Gaps have different 5' and 3' termini and
 more than one gap in different sequences
 is entirely a subset of another gap.

 Gaps have different 5' and 3' termini and
 more than one gap in the same sequence
 is entirely a subset of another gap.

 Rule 1. Code gaps as separate characters.

 Rule 2. Code gaps as a single unordered multistate character (but
 see rule 3 for implementation of step matrices).

 Rule 3. Code all three gaps as a single character in a symmetrical
 step matrix (two steps to change from gaps that share neither a
 common 5' or 3' end, one step for every other change).

 Rule 4. Code gaps as a single character in an asymmetrical step
 matrix (two steps to change from the longer gap to the shorter gap
 but one step to change from the shorter gap to the longer gap).

 Rule 5. Code gaps as a single character in an asymmetrical step
 matrix (as in 4, and two steps to change from one subset gap to
 another subset gap).

 Rule 6. Code gaps as a single character in an asymmetrical step
 matrix (as in rules 4 and 5). All subset gaps in each sequence are
 coded together as a separate character state in the step matrix, and
 the minimum number of steps between this character state and all
 othpr rharartpr states is HptprminpH and roHpH.

 of gaps do not share a common 5' or 3'
 terminus.

 The only reason to include gaps of differ?
 ent lengths into single characters is to ac?
 count for potential "nesting" of the gaps.
 However, if the gaps have no common 5' or
 3' terminus and only partially overlap, po?
 tential nesting is irrelevant. It is equally
 parsimonious (two steps) to lose one gap
 and then gain the other gap, as it is to
 change the length of one end of the gap and
 then change the length of the other end of
 the gap. Hence, these two steps may be ac?
 counted for by two separate presence/ab?
 sence characters. Furthermore, one can de?
 tect the absence of either gap in any given
 sequence. Therefore, both gap characters
 can be coded for all sequences.

 Rule 2.?Gaps that overlap and share a
 common 5' or 3' terminus (such that the re?
 gion spanned by one gap is a subset of the
 region spanned by another gap) should be
 coded as a single unordered multistate
 character (but see rule 3 for implementation
 of step matrices). Based on this rule, gaps 1,
 2, and 3 in the example from Figure 3a
 should be treated as one unordered, multi-
 state character, and gaps 4 and 5 should be
 treated as another unordered, multistate
 character. If gaps 4 and 5 were coded as two
 separate characters, an illogical homology
 assessment and an extra step would be in-

 ferred if the larger gap was derived from
 the smaller gap (as detailed above in the
 discussion of simple indel coding). Alterna?
 tively, if both gaps were coded as a single
 presence/absence character (coding the
 two gaps as homologous), then loss of in?
 formation is guaranteed?loss of at least
 one step, and would be made an unsup?
 ported homology assessment. However,
 both of these problems are avoided by cod?
 ing both gaps in a single multistate, un?
 ordered character.

 Rule 3.?When one gap shares a common
 5' terminus with another gap and a com?
 mon 3' terminus with a third gap, all three
 gaps should be coded as a single character
 for which a symmetrical step matrix is im?
 plemented (such that two steps are re?
 quired to change from gaps that share nei?
 ther a common 5' or 3' end with one

 another, and one step is required for every
 other change). Based on this rule, gaps 1, 2,
 and 3 in the example from Figure 3a should
 be treated as one character in a step matrix.
 The minimum number of steps to change
 from sequence A to sequence C is two. The
 minimum number of steps to change from
 sequence B to either sequence A or C is one.
 If the gaps were coded as a single character
 without the step matrix (Fig. 3b), only one
 step would be required to change from gap
 1 to gap 3, which would underestimate the
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 Figure 3. Example of complex gap coding, (a)
 Alignment. Circled no. 1 = gap 1 from positions 3 to 6;
 circled no. 2 = gap 2 from positions 3 to 14; circled no.
 3 = gap 3 from positions 10 to 14; circled no. 4 = gap 4
 from positions 12 to 20; circled no. 5 = gap 5 from posi?
 tions 18 to 20. Based on rule 1, gaps 1, 2, and 3, are
 treated as one character and gaps 4 and 5 should be
 treated as a second character. Based on rule 2, gaps 1,
 2, and 3 should be treated as one unordered, multistate
 character, and gaps 4 and 5 should be treated as an?
 other unordered, multistate character, (b) Step matrix
 (direction of change is from row to column) for gap
 character that codes for gaps 1,2, and 3 applying rule 3.

 minimum number of steps. This example
 can be extended to address multiple gaps
 with common termini.

 Rule 4.?When gaps have different 5' and
 3' termini and one gap is entirely a subset
 of another gap, these gaps should be coded
 as a single character for which an asymmet?
 rical step matrix is. then implemented (such
 that two steps are required to change from
 the longer gap to the shorter gap but one
 step is required to change from the shorter
 gap to the longer gap). An asymmetrical
 step matrix is required because the mini?
 mum number of steps to change from a
 longer gap to a shorter gap (in which both
 gaps have different 5' and 3' termini) is two
 (one insertion on either end or one long in?
 sertion followed by one short deletion),
 whereas the minimum number of steps to
 change from a shorter gap to a longer gap is
 one (one superimposed deletion that ex?
 tends beyond the original gap at both 5'
 and 3' termini).

 Rule 5.?When gaps have different 5'
 and 3' termini and more than one gap in
 different sequences is entirely a subset of
 another gap, all of these gaps should be
 coded as a single character for which an
 asymmetrical step matrix is implemented
 (as in rule 4, in addition to the two steps to
 change from one subset gap to another sub?
 set gap).

 Rule 6.?Finally, when gaps have differ?
 ent 5' and 3' termini and more than one gap
 in the same sequence is entirely a subset of
 another gap, all of these gaps should be
 coded as a single character for which an
 asymmetrical step matrix is implemented
 (as in rules 4 and 5). In addition, all subset
 gaps in each sequence are treated together
 as a separate character state in the step ma?
 trix, and the minimum number of steps be?
 tween this character state and all other
 character states is determined and coded. If

 rules 4, 5, and 6 are all applicable for any
 given aligned region, a single asymmetrical
 step matrix in which these rules are applied
 is implemented.

 Figure 4a illustrates the usage of rules 4,
 5, and 6. No gap is present in sequence A.
 Gap 1 (from aligned positions 6 to 8) is
 present in sequence B and sequence E. Gap
 2 (from aligned positions 14 to 16) is pres?
 ent in sequence C and sequence E. Gap 3
 (from aligned positions 3 to 19) is present in
 sequence D. Based on rules 4 and 5, gaps 1,
 2, and 3 should be treated as one character
 in an asymmetrical step matrix (Fig. 4b).
 Based on rule 6, the co-occurrence of gaps 1
 and 2 in sequence E should be treated as a
 separate character state (Fig. 4b). This ex?
 ample can be extended to address multiple
 such subset gaps and does not violate the
 triangle inequality (Farris, 1981).

 It might be suggested that the two com?
 pletely separate (no overlap and no com?
 mon 5' or 3' termini) gaps in sequence E
 from the example in Figure 4a are being
 treated nonindependently of one another.
 However, this apparent lack of indepen?
 dence is .irrelevant because the gaps co-
 occur in the observed pattern of the aligned
 sequences. This aligned pattern, in which
 the gaps co-occur, is all that needs to be
 coded for. Using this coding method, one
 does not assert that these gaps always co-
 occur in nature.
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 Figure 4. Example of complex gap coding, (a)
 Alignment. Circled no. 1 = gap 1 from positions 6 to 8;
 circled no. 2 = gap 2 from positions 14 to 16; circled no.
 3 = gap 3 from positions 3 to 19. Based on rules 4 and 5,
 gaps 1,2, and 3 should be treated as one character in an
 asymmetrical step matrix. Based on rule 6, the co?
 occurrence of gaps 1 and 2 in sequence E should be as a
 separate character state, (b) Step matrix (direction of
 change is from row to column) for gap character that
 codes for gaps 1, 2, and 3 applying rules 4,5, and 6.

 Conclusions

 Alignment (making hypotheses of pri?
 mary homology) and tree searches (testing
 hypotheses of primary homology) are logi?
 cally independent steps in phylogenetic
 analysis. Although both approaches may be
 incorporated into a single step (Wheeler,
 1996), they need not be. Although gaps do
 not occur in organisms and therefore cannot
 be directly observed, gaps are as much a
 part of the pattern of aligned sequences as
 bases are. Because this aligned pattern is
 used to code characters for tree searches, the
 informative variation from gaps should be
 incorporated along with base characters
 into tree searches. We assert that gaps are
 properly coded as separate presence/ab?
 sence characters (not as fifth character states
 for nucleotides or 21st character states for

 amino acids) because although gaps are an
 alternative form of an aligned position (or
 positions), they do not represent alternative
 forms of bases. In addition to evidence that

 contiguous gap positions originate as single
 indel events, the parsimony criterion favors
 the interpretation of coding contiguous gap
 positions as single characters because of the
 co-occurring pattern.

 Two methods are proposed by which
 gaps coded as characters can be imple?
 mented in tree searches. Simple indel cod?
 ing is easy to implement but does not uti?
 lize all available information and can cause

 ambiguous optimizations of gap characters.
 Complex indel coding is more difficult to
 implement but allows all available informa?
 tion to be utilized. Simple and complex in?
 del coding are justified on both theoretical
 and methodological bases.
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